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Can Homer Plessy’s Pardon Prove 
Meaningful? 
There may be another, more tangible, benefit in a belated pardon for Plessy. Doesn’t 
revisiting 'Plessy', most importantly, raise anew for the public consciousness the 
Supreme Court’s action in addressing a case that on its limited facts ostensibly seemed 
largely inconsequential in 1896? 
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Who was Homer Adolph Plessy? A resident of New Orleans in the 1890s, Plessy’s attempt to ride in 
a railroad car reserved for white passengers resulted in a pernicious Supreme Court decision 
against him (and America), as well as a criminal sanction for Plessy. Now, a coalition of parties 
including Plessy’s descendants seek from Louisiana’s Governor a posthumous pardon for Plessy. 

Plessy was the protagonist in Plessy v. Ferguson—the 1896 Supreme Court case that formally 
condoned the practice of  “separate but equal.” Happily, Plessy hasn’t been the stated law in America 
for the nearly 70 years since Brown v. Board of Education expressly overruled Plessy. Most people 
are unaware that the events leading to Plessy were intentional and strategic. Plessy was a 
committed activist; he was prepared to deliberately commit a crime in his attempt to strike down a 
transparently racist Louisiana statute known as the Separate Car Act. (More clever Louisianan 
legislators might have named it the “Separate But Equal Car Act.”) 

In 1891 the mixed-race Plessy—a French speaking Creole who was seven-eighths Caucasian—
intentionally seated himself  on a “whites-only” car of  a New Orleans-to-Covington train, an overt and 
pre-arranged act of  civil disobedience to Louisiana law. The potential statutory penalty for Plessy’s 
act of  civil disobedience? A $25 f ine, or up to 20 days in a parish jail. Hardly the martyrdom stuf f of 
Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King or John Lewis who suf fered far more grievously for their acts of  
civil disobedience. But still. 

Plessy was arrested and criminal charges were f iled against him. He was convicted and sentenced 
to a f ine of  $25 by Judge John H. Ferguson. Given that Plessy couldn’t appeal the sentence under 
Louisiana procedure, he instead initiated a writ of  prohibition against Ferguson, which was denied up 
to the Louisiana Supreme Court. Unsurprising, af ter all. Louisiana—the South generally—remained 
essentially racist at the time, and the state was defending its laws (as repugnant as they were). 

When the U.S. Supreme Court took the case—one can easily intuit why it did, given the lopsided 
vote against Plessy—Justice Henry Billings Brown spoke for its seven-justice majority (one justice 
abstained). He articulated the righteousness, if  you will, of  the doctrine of “separate but equal,” 
reasoning that “coloreds” (the demeaning nomenclature of  yesteryear used in the court’s decision) 
had an ostensibly “equal” train car available to them, and therefore the Louisianan statute simply 
didn’t violate the U.S. Constitution. 

No one, incidentally, remembers Justice Brown as the majority’s author; he’s basically relegated to 
the dustbin of  history. An historical loser. Instead, we tend to revere the heroic dissent of  Justice 
John Marshal Harlan (the First). His aspirational prose, though, in Plessy—which became the 
forerunner of  Brown—haven’t become total reality even now. 

Yes, we all know, the Plessy “separate but equal” holding was overruled in 1954 in Brown. And 
Plessy himself , though long dead, was essentially exonerated when the Supreme Court reversed the 
disquieting separate-but-equal doctrine. So is there any real benef it in a pardon for Plessy, no longer 
alive to relish the victory bestowed on him with the posthumous baptism of having been victimized 
by an unconstitutional law and practice? It’s certainly unlike the exoneration of  Leo Frank who was 
pardoned for a rape and murder in Georgia long af ter he was lynched for crimes he didn’t commit. 
There is clear value in pardons like the Frank case: His pardon revealed an important truth—a totally 
innocent Frank was victimized by vigilantes. 



The Plessy pardon has important dif ferences. Unlike the Frank case, we already know what 
happened. That doesn’t mean, however, that a pardon doesn’t have social value. In 2006, Louisiana 
passed a law called the Avery P. Alexander Pardon Law, which allows for an expedited pardon 
process for convictions that were based on violations of laws or ordinances that had a purpose to 
maintain or enforce racial segregation. Thus, in one sense, the Plessy pardon is consistent with 
Louisiana’s public policy of addressing the state’s segregationist past. It’s also significant that the 
application for the pardon was made jointly by descendants not only of Homer Plessy, but also by 
descendants of  Ferguson, Harlan, and civil rights attorney Louis A. Martinet, as well as the Orleans 
Parish District Attorney. The Plessy pardon, under the 2006 law, may allow Louisiana or Louisianans 
to address acts of  racial animus done by and in the name of  their ancestors: a retroactive mea culpa. 

There may be another, more tangible, benef it in a belated pardon for Plessy. Doesn’t 
revisiting Plessy, most importantly, raise anew for the public consciousness the Supreme Court’s 
action in addressing a case that on its limited facts ostensibly seemed largely inconsequential in 
1896? Mightn’t the revisit help navigate the divide in America today over “critical race theory” 
propounded by Blacks, who see embedded racism that white society generally won’t acknowledge 
even today? 

Whoever is right, however, about critical race theory—proponents or opponents—read here the 
chilling words that Justice Brown articulated on behalf  of  the court’s significant majority, that one 
mightn’t consider but for the current publicity over the Plessy pardon: 

We consider that the underlying fallacy of  the plaintiff’s [Plessy’s] argument to consist in the 
assumption that the enforced separation of  the two races stamps the colored race with a badge of  
inferiority. If  this be so, it is not by reason of anything found in the act, but solely because the colored 
race chooses to put that construction upon it. 

Sound familiar? 

Was Justice Brown saying that the Louisiana legislature was simply separating the races on train 
cars to make the individual car occupants color coordinated? Did Justice Brown and his Brothers on 
the court actually believe, in issuing that opinion, that the white legislators who passed the Separate 
Car Act weren’t branding “coloreds,” as the term was then used, as an inferior race? Alternatively, 
maybe Justice Brown believed that the Act actually branded the “white” race as inferior—after all, 
one might argue, whites theoretically couldn’t sit in a “colored” car either. A ridiculous proposition, as 
Justice Harlan’s dissent made clear. No white person or legislator in Louisiana in the 1890s believed 
that to be the case. I’m sorry: Justice Brown was telling a lie, pure and simple. There was nothing 
truly “equal” about the train rides for Blacks and whites, except when both races were looking 
through the train’s dirty windows observing the passing landscape of a still-antebellum Louisiana. 

America has, indeed, travelled far in the past 125 years since Plessy, typically, now, 
on integrated railway cars or other vehicles of  mass transportation. Still, I fear, that Justice Brown’s 
thinking, quoted above, remains at large in America when it comes to assessing current 
considerations about race equity. The history of  race in America in the wake of  Plessy hasn’t always 
been good. Re-examining it now in the context of  the Plessy pardon, however, can only help. 



How did George Santayana put it? “Those who cannot remember the past … .” 
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